Defining adaptation in a generic multi layer model:
CAM: The GRAPPLE Conceptual Adaptation Model
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Abstract. Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia is a difficult and time consuming
task. Reference models like LAOS [10] and AHAM [29] separate adaptation
and content in different layers. Systems like AHA! [15], offer graphical tools
based on these models to allow authors to define adaptation without knowing
any adaptation language. The adaptation that can be defined using such tools is
still limited. Authoring systems like MOT [11] are more flexible, but usability
of adaptation specification is low. This paper proposes a more generic model
which allows the adaptation to be defined in an arbitrary number of layers,
where adaptation is expressed in terms of relationships between concepts. This
model allows the creation of more powerful yet easier to use graphical
authoring tools. This paper presents the structure of the Conceptual Adaptation
Models used in adaptive applications created within the GRAPPLE adaptive
learning environment, and their representation in a graphical authoring tool.
Keywords: Conceptual Adaptation Model; Adaptive Technology Enhanced
Learning.

1 Introduction
Adaptive Hypermedia can potentially offer a rich learning experience with content
adapted to the users’ needs. However, this potential depends heavily on the ability of
authors to create adaptive material. There exist several Adaptive Hypermedia
reference models like AHAM (Adaptive Hypermedia Application Model) [29] and
LAOS (Layered WWW AHS Authoring Model and their corresponding Algebraic
Operators) [10] that are specifically developed for authoring. But even when using
tools developed based upon these models, authoring remains a time consuming task
[21]. A problem, even with graphical authoring tool like the Graph Author developed

for AHA! [15] is that the adaptivity is specified in a single layer. Adaptation is based
on concept relationships (of different types or crts1) that have to be created one by
one. The author will either have to use the crts defined by an expert or has to learn
how to create new crts (for which there are no special design tools).
In this paper we present the authoring approach of the GRAPPLE project. This is
an EU FP7 STREP project aimed at bringing adaptive technology-enhanced learning
(or adaptive TEL for short) to the masses, by interfacing and/or integrating an
adaptive learning environment (ALE) with different learning management systems
(LMSs). The authoring approach in GRAPPLE is to offer a graphical tool to create a
conceptual adaptation model (CAM). In Section 2 we explain the structure of a CAM
with multiple adaptation layers. In Section 3 we show how an author can create
concept relationships (leading to adaptation), either one by one or many at a time, and
how the author can create crts in a similar graphical way. Although the multi-layer
model is loosely based upon LAOS & LAG (Layers of Adaptation Granularity) [14]
authors are not required to write “pseudo code” as they do in LAG. We discuss the
translation of a CAM to actual adaptation rules executed by an adaptation engine
(while the user is using the learning application), and in Section 4 we discuss some
issues regarding termination and confluence resulting from the CAM to adaptation
rule translation.

2 The Conceptual Adaptation Model
AHAM is a reference model for Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS) [29] which
describes adaptive applications as consisting of three main layers:
• The Domain Model (DM) describes concepts, groups them in a hierarchical
structure, and defines arbitrary concept relationships, possibly of a special
concept relationship type (crt). In principle a DM can be “imported” from a
subject domain ontology, except for the concept relationships that have a
(pedagogical) meaning not expressed in the domain ontology.
• The User Model (UM) also defines concepts, but with user specific attributes
e.g. knowledge level, learning style preferences etc. Typically the UM is an
overlay model of the DM, meaning that for every concept in DM there is a
corresponding concept in the UM.
• The Adaptation Model (AM) defines the adaptation behaviour. It typically
consists of condition-action rules or event-condition-action rules that define
how user actions are transformed into UM updates and into the generation of
presentation specifications. There are two types of rules:
o generic adaptation rules are connected to crts; this for instance
allows to define a knowledge update rule for visiting pages and a
prerequisite rule for determining the suitability of concepts
depending on whether all prerequisites are satisfied; an author only
has to specify concept relationships and an authoring tool can then
generate the corresponding adaptation rules automatically;
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specific adaptation rules apply to specific concepts of the domain
model and can be used for a very rare adaptation rule or for defining
an exception to a generic adaptation rule; authoring such specific
adaptation rules requires knowledge of the language in which such
rules are defined (and which is system-dependent).
In the AHA! system [21] a graphical authoring tool: the Graph Author is used to
define the DM and to draw a graph of concept relationships (of different types). As
the name “graph” already suggests concept relationships are (unary or) binary,
whereas in AHAM there is no restriction to the number of concepts that together may
form a relationship.
The LAOS model [10] is an extension of AHAM. The AM in AHAM has rules for
updating the user model (e.g. with knowledge values), for defining aspects of the
presentation (e.g. the presentation style for links depending on their suitability) and
for domain-independent but only user-dependent aspects (e.g. a learning style). In
LAOS, different aspects of the adaptation model are distributed over multiple layers
in the model [26], in particular the goal and constraints model (GM), the adaptation
model (AM) and the presentation model (PM). In this way, pedagogical information,
e.g., can be expressed in the GM, and kept apart from other information. Also, the PM
describes the final look & feel of the presentation as well as quality of service
parameters (e.g. for mobile devices). Moreover, the adaptation model takes into
consideration the levels of reuse of adaptation, by conforming to the LAG framework
[3], [7]: establishing as a first level the (event-)-condition-action rules, as in AHAM,
that are the building stones for adaptation, and also thus assembly-language type of
adaptation specifications; at the second level, allowing for more sophisticated
adaptation languages [5] (such as LAG [7] [14] or LAG-XLS [9], [27] ; finally, at the
last level, adaptation strategies, comprising reusable, annotated storylines of
adaptation and personalization, that can be applied to various domain models.
In the GRAPPLE project, the structure of a conceptual adaptation model (CAM) is
even more general and flexible: it contains an arbitrary number of layers, which may
be different for each application. There will always be a DM and UM layer and at
least one layer with adaptation aspects, so the structure of CAMs in GRAPPLE is
always a generalization of the AHAM model, and a refinement of the LAOS model.
Some example adaptation layers possible in a CAM include:
• Prerequisite layer: in this layer the author defines a structure of prerequisites
between (sets of) concepts. Each prerequisite relationship connects two sets
of concepts, the first of which contains prerequisite knowledge for the
second set. This would correspond to part of the information stored in the
Goal Model in LAOS, the ordering of information items.
• Task (or Goal) layer: in this layer the author connects sets of concepts with
goals or tasks. All concepts of such a set need to be studied (and mastered) in
order to reach the corresponding goal or complete the associated task. This
would correspond with the overall goal of a particular goal model in LAOS,
i.e., the metadata describing the whole instance (e.g., an introductory course
for first year mathematics students in mathematical analysis).
• Procedure layer: in this layer the author may define a process model that
must be followed during the learning process as it corresponds to the set of
o

steps when actually performing a learning task. This would loosely
correspond to the adaptation layer in AHAM and LAOS.
The relationships defined in the different CAM layers do not yet express the actual
adaptation that will take place. A prerequisite may be translated to a rule that will
change the presentation of links to concepts, but it may also be translated to the
conditional inclusion of a prerequisite explanation (fragment). The translation of
CAM structures to actual adaptation rules is described in Section 4 below.

3 Authoring CAMs
3.1 An illustrative scenario
We illustrate the authoring process of a CAM by means of a scenario in which a
teacher needs to express some generic and specific prerequisite relationships.
Dr. Davies2 prepares a new on-line course on the history of art for first year
undergraduate students. He essentially has two options: he can either try to define a
link structure between the course pages in such a way that students never see a link to
information they cannot yet understand (because of missing foreknowledge) or he can
define a CAM with prerequisite relationships and then rely on the ALE to ensure that
students are only guided towards pages for which they have all the prerequisite
knowledge. Although it is often argued that defining adaptation (a CAM in this case)
means that creating an adaptive course is more work than creating a static course, the
converse is actually true: the first option, to create a static course that is such that
students can only follow links to information they are ready to understand is a nearly
(or perhaps completely) impossible task and would require a lot of very careful work
in selecting links to show to (all) students.
At first, Dr. Davies may think that it would be a good idea to create a prerequisite
relationship from “Michelangelo” to “The Last Judgment”, as the students should first
learn something about the artist before learning about the artist’s artworks. The
authoring tool allows authors to draw a prerequisite relationship between a set of
(prerequisite) concepts on the left and a set of concepts on the right. In this case the
drawing would look like:

Fig. 1 Relation between Michelangelo and The Last Judgment

However, Dr. Davies then realizes that “Michelangelo” should not just be a
prerequisite for “The Last Judgment” but for every artwork by Michelangelo. So he
changes the drawing to:
2

Any resemblance with an existing person is purely accidental.

Fig. 2 Relation between Michelangelo and Placeholder Concept _X

and adds the condition:

Fig. 3 The placeholder represents all concepts for which the creator is Michelangelo

The specific concept relationship thus becomes a partially generic one: there is still
one specifically named concept but also a variable to express that the relationship
applies to all concepts _X that satisfy a certain condition. The underscore indicates
that X is a variable and not a literal value.
Something perhaps not immediately obvious from this example is that there are
two possible uses of this authoring tool (plus a combined third one):
• In the example, the “creator” attribute is a DM property, probably derived
from a subject ontology. Which concepts have “Michelangelo” as prerequisite depends purely on the DM and this is thus independent of the
learner taking the course.
• It is equally well possible to use an attribute from the UM in a relationship,
thus creating relationships that are not only user-dependent but even
dependent on the “current” instance of the user model.
• There is even a third possibility, by combining the previous two. The
learning application can for instance recommend topics from a list that first
of all depends on the DM but that also depends on the user’s knowledge. For
instance, only those recommended topics may be shown of which the user
still has little or no knowledge.
Note that when the relationship only depends on DM information (like in the
example) the replacement of _X by actual concepts could (but need not) be done at
compile time, i.e. when translating the CAM into actual low level adaptation rules to
be executed by the GRAPPLE ALE. When the relationship depends on UM
information this is not possible.
Dr. Davies may later also go one step further in the definition of the prerequisite
relationships. He may wish to state that for every artist and artwork the learner should
learn about the artist before studying the artworks from that artist.
The drawing then becomes something like:

Fig. 4 Relationship for generalization of the Michelangelo example

Fig. 5 Constraints for generalization of the Michelangelo example

Note that whereas creating a (set of) specific concept relationships does not require
any knowledge of the structure of the DM or UM or any language to refer to DM or
UM attributes of concepts, creating generic concept relationships, or crts does require
some
basic
knowledge
of
the
CAM
language
(to
write
_X.creator==Michelangelo). This language contains a still fairly high-level
description of the semantics of the relationship. We consider it to be part of a
translation model that defines how the relationships are translated to low level
adaptation rules to be executed by the adaptation engine.
Each crt corresponds to a different layer in the CAM (and thus in the graphical
presentation of the CAM editor). If Dr. Davies wishes to define a new type of
relationship he can create a new layer and define a new crt as shown below:

Fig. 6 Customizing a relationship

There are two ways to define the adaptation associated with the new relationship.
Where it says “Code:” you can add the CAM language pseudo code for the adaptive
behaviour. For instance, a statement:
_Y.suitability = ALL _X.knowledge > 70

could be used for indicating the desired behaviour for a prerequisite relationship.
Although such code may look specific and implementation oriented, in reality it is
not. The translation to the underlying adaptation engine may for instance define
“suitability” to just be a volatile attribute of which the value is calculated when
needed, or it may be a persistent attribute of which the value is updated each time the
knowledge value of one of the prerequisites changes. Such implementation details are
defined in a translation model. A single CAM may be translated to the actual
adaptation language (and behaviour) of different adaptation engines, by using
different translation models.
An alternative way to define the actual adaptive behaviour associated with a
relationship is to just define a method call for a method that needs to be defined in the
translation model. This approach makes the use of CAMs very powerful and generic
but it also makes the behaviour dependent on a low level implementation rather than a
high level specification. It is unlikely that teachers (like the imaginary Dr. Davies)
will resort to writing program code for the adaptation engine.
3.1 Pedagogical strategies in CAM
In the previous section we have seen a scenario illustrating how a teacher can create
or customize an adaptive lesson. Previous research has defined interesting
pedagogically sound adaptation strategies, representing different learning scenarios
based on learners’ needs, preferences, some also based on complex (and
controversial) pedagogical foundations, such as learning styles, for Adaptive
Hypermedia3 [1]. In this section we will explore some of these strategies in relation to
CAM. More specifically we will check how, in principle, such strategies can be
expressed in the new CAM. As CAM is aimed to be richer than previous attempts, it
should at least be able to express the basic strategies we have defined before. CAM is
more flexible, however, and can express strategies beyond what is analyzed here.
While trying to express the (selection of) learning style related strategies we noticed
some common issues:
• It is clear that we need to have some view of the Domain Model in order for
the teacher to see what the available concepts are.
• A wizard like interface for ready-made strategies could be very helpful,
while still allowing customization.
• The step-wise processing as previously implicitly assumed in LAOS/LAG
based systems is still desirable. Otherwise some strategies like the Breadthand Depth-First will not be possible, as inference rules will make sure the
whole content will directly be visible. Thus, rules need to be triggered onestep-at-a-time, when certain events occur (e.g., a mouse-click). It is
envisioned that, if desired, it should be possible to specify rules that trigger
other rules, like in AHA!, however, in a visual way.
• In the LAOS/ LAG conversions to AHA!, one could control to a certain
extent what kind of menus and other guidance the student would get. This
represents adaptation of the presentation layer in LAOS, and reflects on
3
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interface changes and display for the student. It is desirable that in the new
CAM-based systems this control will also be present to some extent.
Rollout
The rollout strategy is a very simple strategy that allows authors to decide when a
certain concept or concept part should be shown: concepts to be shown after a certain
number of steps could be classified as ‘showafter’, and attached the meta-data
containing the number of steps after which to be shown. Similarly, concepts classified
as ‘showatmost’ should only be displayed at most the given number of steps as again
contained in meta-data. The roll-out strategy depends upon the tree hierarchy. We
note hat it is straightforward to create such a hierarchy with the introduction of a
parent-child relation.
First, authors need to be able to sort the concepts in the desired hierarchy (if this is not
already available, e.g., if concepts are grouped in a graph). Next, we discuss the
representation of the ‘showafter’ part. The strategy demands that a concept is shown
after its parent has been viewed a given number of times. As a constraint on _X, we
have the following:
_X.metadata == ‘showafter’ && _X.parent ==_Y &&
UM._Y.showcount >= _X.showafter

Fig. 7 ‘Showafter’ relationship

In Fig. 7, the relationship for ‘showafter’ is created via a prerequisite. This uses the
prerequisite relation in its sense of condition on displaying concept _X based on
viewing concept _Y (and some supplementary conditions, as above). However, this
does not use prerequisite in terms of knowledge update.
Depending on the implementation of prerequisite relationship, the ‘showatmost’ part
may or may not be needed. If the implementation of the prerequisite relationship
makes sure that concepts for which previously the prerequisite was fulfilled, but for
which this is no longer the case, are hidden, we do not need to do anything for the
‘showatmost’ part. If this is not handled by the prerequisite we have to add a
relationship that hides concepts once the have passed their ‘showatmost’ threshold.

Fig. 8 ‘Showatmost’ via hide relation, only needed if prerequisite does not hide concepts

The constraint is then:

_X.metadata == ‘showatmost’ && _X.parent ==_Y &&
UM._Y.showcount > X.showatmost
Note that we also need to make sure that for each concept a count is kept in the user
model. This can be done with a relationship ‘countaccess’ relating a concept to itself.

Fig. 9 ‘Countaccess’ relationship

The constraint will then be:
_X.access == true
The implementation of the countaccess relationship simply increases the count:
UM._X.showcount = UM._X.showcount+1
Depth First
The depth first strategy is used for sequential learners. One topic at a time is
presented, and the student is allowed to go in-depth (hence, the name) in this topic
first, before he proceeds with the next topic. Preferably, no menus’ are shown to such
students, and all they need to access is a ‘next’ button, taking them to their next study
material, whether statically linked, or adaptively generated.
For the depth first strategy, again, the concepts have to be ordered in a hierarchy
first. After this, a few relations are needed. Thus, we introduce a relation from each
concept to each of its children, called next child XOR next sibling, see Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 The main relation implementing the ‘Depth First’, the logic in the constraint takes care
of showing the appropriate next concept, either the next child or the next sibling.

The condition must ensure that _X is the next sibling of _Y that needs to be shown,
as well as update the User Model variable that keeps track of the current position of
the learner within the hierarchical course. The condition shall only show the next
sibling if the concept does not have any children left to be shown.
Finally we create a relationship from the root to the root, which shows first the
concept unconditionally.
Breadth First
The breadth first strategy is used for global or holist learners. These learners like to
see the global ‘picture’ first, before they dive into any topic. For such students, menus
and other orientation devices are quite helpful.
Thus, implementation of this strategy has to start with the ordering of the concepts
in a hierarchy. Next, we draw relations between each concept and each of its children,
allowing them to show (all) the children if the parent has been shown. Finally we

create a relationship from the root to the root, which shows the first concept
unconditionally.

Fig. 11 The relation shows _Y if _X has been shown the condition is: _Y.parent==_X

Visual – Verbal
Visual-verbal preference corresponds to a strategy which doesn’t need concept
ordering. Students are shown visual material (graphs, pictures, video, flash,
simulations) if they have a visual preference, and verbal material (text, audio, etc.) if
they have a verbal nature. For visual-verbal we need only one relationship, one
standard prerequisite relationship with a constraint like _X.label ==
UM.preference. We also need to be able to offer the user some menu where he can
set his preference, or to introduce a number of settings concepts which are always
visible and a relationship on those, which manipulates the preference in the users UM.
Alternatively, the UM variables can be set via an initial questionnaire, or test.
Beginner – Intermediate – Advanced
The beginner-intermediate-advanced strategy is a fundamental strategy, dividing the
extant course material into three types: material aimed at beginners, material for
intermediate students, and material for advanced students. Typically, students that
have been identified as beginners are not allowed to see material from the higher
levels till their status is changed (by, e.g., reading all material in their level, or taking
a test).
For the strategy implementation in CAM, on one layer we draw a relation from the
start concept to every other concept to count the number of beginner, intermediate and
advanced concepts in the user model. On the level below we draw a relationship that
shows the concept from the start concept to each concept, with a condition like
_X.label == UM.knowledgelevel. We also include in the relationship the learner
UM state changing logic, which, e.g., counts the number of beginner or intermediate
concepts and changes the knowledge level from beginner to intermediate when the
number of beginner concepts not shown reaches 0; similar processing occurs for the
intermediate concepts.
Relatedness
The domain model (DM) used by CAM can inherit multiple layers of relations. These
relations can be further used in the adaptation process. For instance, an advanced
student can be shown all related concepts, whereas a beginner student is only shown
concepts within his own course.
For the relatedness strategy we draw a relationship between _Y and _X that shows
_Y. We then use a condition like: _Y IN_X.relatedness

In this section we have analyzed various adaptation and pedagogical strategies, and
how CAM would be able to represent them and improve the access of teachers to such
complex adaptation notions. In such a visual way, teachers can get to grips with the
authoring tasks more easily. Next, we are going to analyze issues appearing in the
authoring process, which need to be handled transparently, by the authoring system,
without the direct knowledge of the authors.

4 Termination and Confluence in Multi-Layer CAMs
The authoring process (for the concept structures and the adaptation) which is focused
on the creation of concept relationships, appears to be fairly simple. Using different
layers for different crts makes understanding the conceptual structure relatively easy
too. However, this simplicity is partly an illusion. Depending on how the concept
relationships are translated (using a translation model) to the low level adaptation
rules for the adaptation engine, the (graph-like) structure of concept relationships of a
single layer may already cause problems, and the combination of concept
relationships from different layers may cause even more problems. We illustrate this
with some examples.
Consider a simple structure where A is a prerequisite for B, B is a prerequisite for
C and C is a prerequisite for A. This may cause a problem or not, depending on how
prerequisites are used in the learning application.
• When “A is a prerequisite for B” results in links to B being recommended only
after learning enough about A it is possible that the cycle of prerequisites
causes the links to A, B and C to never become recommended to the learner.
(Needless to say this is a problem.)
• When “A is a prerequisite for B” means that a short explanation of A will
automatically be inserted into a page about B to compensate for the missing
foreknowledge then there need not be a problem. If A is accessed first it will
contain a prerequisite explanation of C, possibly preceded by a prerequisite
explanation of B. (In this way the cycle does not cause a problem.)
Problems with undesirable structures like cycles are relatively easy to detect within a
single layer. The problems become much more unpredictable when looking at the
adaptation rules that result from translating the concept relationships from all layers
together. The most common types of problems are termination and confluence.

4.1 Termination Problems
A simple example of where rule execution can run out of hand is when an author
creates knowledge propagation relationships. A page that is essentially about
Michelangelo may contain a brief description of some of his masterpieces, like “The
Last Judgment”. Our imaginary Dr. Davies may draw a “10% knowledge
propagation” relationship from “Michelangelo” to “The Last Judgment”. However,
there may also be a generic rule that states that whenever you learn something about
an artwork you also learn something (maybe also 10%) about the “creator” (artist) of

that artwork. It is possible that the knowledge propagation crt has a translation model
that will cause the translation of such a cycle to be an infinite loop of rule executions.
(Each knowledge increase of “Michelangelo” may involve a knowledge increase of
“The Last Judgment” and vice versa.) Disallowing cycles within a layer guarantees
that there are no termination problems within that layer. However, even when each
layer is without termination problems the interaction between rules of different layers
may still cause an infinite loop.
The static analysis proposed in [29] results in conditions that may be too restrictive
to apply them in multi-layer CAMs. The authoring tool might well disallow the
creation of harmless concept relationships just because the static analysis detects a
cycle, even when no infinite loop would be possible (when actually considering the
conditions of the rules and the possible effect of the actions of the rules).
So rather than performing such static analysis, it is possible to apply a heuristic that
is applied at runtime (in the adaptation engine) and that will ensure that there are no
termination problems:
• The first step is to perform static analysis to ensure that no termination
problem can be caused by the rules associated with the relationships of any
single layer.
• The second step towards a solution for termination is to assign a (different)
priority to each layer. (This is not to be confused with execution phases of
AHAM [29]. This is similar to priorities for adaptation strategies in the LAG
language [7], [14]. )
• The third step is to disallow updates to an attribute A of a concept C when
C.A has been updated already by a rule associated with a higher priority
layer or when an update to C.A already triggered the execution of a rule at a
higher priority layer. (Note that just ensuring C.A has not been updated by a
rule of a higher level is not enough. The C.A updates as a trigger is really a
necessary additional condition.)
Although this method ensures that infinite loops are not possible, it makes the
behaviour of the adaptation engine dependent on the choice of the priorities of the
layers. We expect such problems to be rare, but nonetheless a system designer should
determine the proper priorities for the “predefined” layers that are made available to
authors (who do not define their own crts and translation models).
4.2 Confluence Problems
Confluence problems occur when more than one rule tries to update the same attribute
of the same concept. The order in which such updates are performed may determine
the resulting UM state.
• Static analysis can be used to ensure that there are no confluence problems
within a single layer.
• In addition to this analysis we again assign a (different) priority to each layer
and we disallow updates to attributes of concepts that were already updates
at a higher (priority) level.
Like for termination, the assignment of priorities to layers may potentially influence
the outcome (the UM instance) of the adaptation rule execution.

5 Related work
Authoring of adaptive hypermedia is notoriously difficult work [2]. Research on
improving this process ranges from ontology-based authoring [23], to integrating
standards and their representations [19], [22] , using data mining techniques [28], web
services [24], interfacing techniques between authoring systems [13], adaptation
languages [14].
The current work is based on prior developments of adaptive hypermedia
frameworks, like AHAM [29] and authoring frameworks for adaptive hypermedia,
such as LAOS [10] and LAG [7]. Moreover, it is based on systems for adaptive
hypermedia delivery, such as AHA! [15] and for authoring of adaptation, such as
MOT, My Online Teacher [11], APels [16], ACCT [17].
Finally, this research is based on evaluations of authoring processes for adaptive
hypermedia, as performed with various groups of students, in various locations, and
with different versions of constantly improving tools [12], [6], [8], [13], [20], [18],
[4]. Such research shows that, whilst having a higher flexibility and multiple layers
for authoring is advantageous [4], [7] it is difficult for authors to actually program the
adaptive behaviour of adaptation strategies [8], and it’s thus much easier to have them
reuse strategies at a higher granularity level, in a graphical interface [4]. As the best
paper of the 4th International Workshop on Authoring of Adaptive and Adaptable
Educational Hypermedia (A3H) shows [25], a template-based approach of a graphical
nature is easier to handle by teachers, who in this way can better make use of the
flexibility that the CAM GRAPPLE tool is offering.

6 Conclusions and further work
In this paper we proposed the structure of Conceptual Adaptation Models, as used in
adaptive learning applications within the GRAPPLE project. We have shown that a
graphical authoring tool helps authors in creating conceptual structures (of concept
relationships) that guide the translation of CAMs to the adaptation rule language used
by an adaptation engine. Using very similar graphical interface elements, an author
can define a single specific concept relationship instance, a generic concept
relationship or a new concept relationship type and its meaning, using a simple
expression language.
The simple graphical approach to authoring does not alleviate the typical problems
of termination and confluence in the generated adaptation rules. We briefly showed
run-time heuristics that help avoid these problems in practice.
The graphical CAM authoring tool will be further developed in the coming
months, and its usability evaluated with course authors. Within the GRAPPLE project
work is proceeding in parallel, on the user modelling services and the adaptation
engine. The progress of these components will determine the specification and
implementation of translation models and a compiler from CAMs to low level
adaptation rules.
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